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With the accession of the Greek part of Cyprus to the EU now five

years old, the country is clearly trying to boost its credentials as one of

the alpha economies of the eastern Mediterranean.

In telecoms terms, this is manifesting as a desire to be traffic hub of

choice for the region’s smaller countries as they look to enhance their

own prosperity and standing on the world stage.

Cypriot incumbent Cyta is the driving force here. It has recently

deepened its longstanding relationship with the incumbent in Syria, the

Syrian Telecommunications Establishment (STE), with the pair

collaborating on the construction of a new submarine cable connecting

the countries. 

The Alasiya cable will add to the capacity between Syria and Cyprus

offered by Cyta’s existing Ugarit cable

system, laid in 1995 and limited in

transmission speed to 622Mbps. The

idea is to provide somewhat isolated

Syria with a bigger window on the

world via Cyta’s extensive international

subsea cable network.

It has been a busy summer for Cyta

in other ways. In July it struck a deal

with Telecom Egypt which is now

going to extend its TE North (TEN)

system to Cyprus’ shores. When the

10Tb TEN cable is lit, probably later

this year, Cyta will own a fibre pair extending to Egypt in one direction

and France in the other, adding a terabit of capacity to its international

portfolio. 

TEN’s underwater branching units give it future potential, claims TE,

to be part of Medgateway, a planned bridge between a number of

Mediterranean and north European countries and Asia. 

Cyta already has capacity on a number of other cables that land in

Cyprus, including major international links like SeaMeWe3, and the

Minerva and Med Nautilus systems which link the island to the world via

Italy. Other more localised cables connect it to the Greek mainland,

Lebanon and Israel.

“We’ve continually been upgrading our first cable link with Syria with

WDM,” says Iordanis Pallikaras, head of international facilities planning

with Cyta. “The main reason for the second cable is redundancy.”

So what credentials does Pallikaras believe Cyprus offers as a major

hub, granted that there is hardly a shortage of alternative focal points for

traffic throughout the Med?

“Actually, we’ve been a local hub in the eastern Mediterranean for a

while now,” he says. “Not so much for traffic between Asia and Europe,

as there is a choice of big cable systems that do that. But in our part of

the Mediterranean we’ve established relations with several countries.

We have connectivity with a number of regional cable systems, and

we’re connected to some major arteries as well. Building our status as a

hub has been an objective of ours for a few years now, providing

capacity between the Middle East and the US and Europe. Cyprus itself

is a small country, but it does generate quite a lot of traffic through

tourism and there are a number of businesses here as well.”

Alan Mauldin, research director with analyst firm Telegeography,

questions whether many other countries, besides the likes of Syria, will

come to view Cyprus as the place to route traffic through: “It certainly is

useful for Cyta to connect to the TEN

cable though, which will give them a lot

of capacity to meet their own demand,”

he says. “But I am not sure how big a

hub they are likely to become actually.”

As a plausible rival in the region,

Mauldin points to Lebanon where

ambitious carrier Ogero is part of the

forthcoming IMeWe cable, set to go into

service early next year. “If Cyta’s goal is

to become a regional hub, they are also

going to face competition terrestrially via

Turkey at some point,” he points out. “A

terrestrial route offers additional resiliency in case of cable faults,

something which has plagued the area recently.”

Pallikaras maintains that there is plenty of room for Lebanon to be an

eastern Mediterranean hub as well as Cyprus: “We each have our own

strategy, and there’s competition and cooperation between the two,

using each others’ routes,” he says. “Having both is an enhancement for

the wider region. We’re currently looking at the possibility of a new cable

to Lebanon, but it’s early days and not signed for yet.”

He concedes that any overland route between Europe and the Middle

East via Turkey, if it ever comes to pass, would have some impact on

Cyta’s plans: “But a lot depends on the timing and ultimate reliability of

such a route, which has yet to be proved,” he points out.

With Syria described in a Buddecomm consultancy report as “the

most regulated telecoms sector in the Middle East and one of the least

developed”, what potential does it offer for major traffic outbound traffic

volumes? “Syria has a lot of potential, but is obviously not a very open

market yet,” says Pallikaras. “If it does open, then this potential will

naturally be realised more quickly. Let’s wait and see.” ■

GREEK CYPRIOT INCUMBENT CYTA HAS BEEN BUSY POSITIONING THE COUNTRY AS A HUB FOR THE EASTERN

MEDITERRANEAN, WRITES GGUUYY  MMAATTTTHHEEWWSS. WILL ITS STRATEGY WORK?

A hub for the Med?

“We’ve established relations
with several countries. 

We have connectivity with a
number of regional cable

systems and we’re connected
to some major arteries as well”

IORDANIS PALLIKARAS

HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL FACILITIES PLANNING, CYTA
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